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Abstract
Nowadays, women security and safety are the main issues and the challenge to reduce the violence against them is needed day
by day. The fear inside women for sexual abusement, getting raped and physical assaultation is growing, due to hiking rate of
crime at every moment. Keeping these mishaps in mind, an idea of developing a security application based smartphone is
taking into account. The application development is the main consideration as increased Smartphone users, with the sensitivity
of inclusion of everyday information useful in day to day activities and even for security. So, this paper presents an Android
Smartphone application “Vsecure” and the way by which it acts as a 24x7 personal safety and security. It is primarily
developed a unique approach for strengthening woman’s personal security and safety. Even though, this application is also
helpful for older people, senior citizens and children. Some special buttons are also provided to generate an emergency alerts to
the caregiver, including nearest Hospitals, Fire Station or Police Station so that the user can easily get an instant help.
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1. Introduction
The crime, mishaps and voilence in the women lives in the
form of sexual assault, intimate relationships with physical
assault, sexual abuse in childhood and sexual harassment are
increasing day by day. Based on the research survey, it has
been found that1 in 2 women were reported rape, even 1 out
of 4 women was victimized to be physically assaulted before
reaching to 16 years of age and about half of the girls
experience some type of sexual abuse [1]. Thus, by
increasing this type of crime rate every second the fear inside
the women also increases. The fear of being followed or
receiving an unwanted attention from an unknown person
[2]. This lead to women hesitate to go out alone, not at late
night, but even in the daytime, because they are afraid and
thinking about the consequences of the danger of the
unknown men near with unwanted attention.
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To decrease these crime rates a new idea of developing an
application for women security is taking into account which
will help in fighting with this problem. The application
development is taken as a main consideration because
nowadays Smartphone usage in day to day activities is
increased by a full extend. It is a more sensitive form of
information for communication purpose via internet access,
including E-mail, messaging, calling, free applications for
chatting, entertainment, songs, games and all of different
types of applications.
But no such applications are designed for the safety and
security purpose of the individuals, which will help one to
connect with his friend and family in case of emergency or
the situation they need immediate help. So, this paper
proposed an Android Smartphone application “Vsecure”
development and the way by which it acts as an all time
working personal safety and security app.
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Vsecure so developed will be used by individual regularly for
their personal safety; security will become a part of his
lifestyle by making oneself a strong, fearless and independent
citizen. The main advantage of this approach is that it is
included in the Smartphone of the individual as an app, so no
other person can ever judge its importance and the secret to
access it.
This application is basically developed as a unique approach
for strengthening women personal security and safety. This
application is also useful for older people, senior citizens and
children to help and secure them. Even, it is useful for both
the business as well as personal use and it will alert the
caregiver or the emergency contacts with the help of
emergency buttons provided in the application and the
operator will get an instant help.
Vsecure is developed by taking into consideration, account
i.e. each individual’s safety issue and the type of troubles or
situations that can possess the greatest fear, danger in one’s
mind. Vsecure app can provide instant help in different ways
and contains many features to ensure maximum safety,
security, satisfaction to the users every day. The features may
include:
Different registration and accessing the account of every
individual for avoiding confusion.
Includes a calling feature even when the phone is locked
It consumes low power and need less memory for
functioning of all the operations.
It includes no download charges.
It has a lifetime usage validity.
It includes no additional cost for subscription.
Is with audio or video recording feature.
At the time of emergency a primary contact will receive a
text along with a call.
If the Alerts will not to be sent to the contact, then the alert
will be sent via SMS or E-Mail.
An instant help is provided from the caregivers and they
can further take the help from the nearest Hospitals, Fire
or Police Station.
With the help of '+' button named contacts, a list including
all the mobile number and the E-Mail address of the
caregivers will be made.
Multiple contacts addition so, that if one of the caregiver is
not available, then the other person can help the user as
soon as possible.
One of the contacts added can be used once for the fake
check of the correct functioning of app.

When the user stuck in a situation from which he want to
run off, then he can secretly touch the fake button of the
app, a call as the name you saved will ring and he can get
out of that place.
The exact location of the user via SMS is sent to the
caregiver mobile number, containing latitude, longitude
value when touching the location button.
When receiving the location message, it automatically
opens it and points the user latest location on the Google
Map within the fraction of seconds and no need to open it
manually.
In case of jogging, outing or anytime touch the timer
button will set the secure time for the user, which can be
updated when the user wants and helps to follow his steps.
A call to the emergency can help in identifying the type of
situation at the user’s end and the facility that record it for
further sharing data with police.
All the latest locations of the user are located on Google
Maps.
When the caregiver search user, the shortest distance
between the operator and caregiver in kilometers are also
displayed on the Map.

2. Related Work
This section comprises of existing applications which help us
at different parts of developing, testing and processing further
in designing of Vsecure android application.
A. Mondal, Md. A. Masud, N. K. Biswas and Md E. Sarder
presents “Smartphone Tracking Application Using Short
Message Service” which is an intelligent application, runs in
mobile to identifying thefts mobile number and to get that
smartphone. This apps will keep updating the location of the
stolen phone after every 10 minutes, and each times the
location changes, it will send an email to the user. However,
the location is sent only to the email address [3].
Unmesh Kanchan, Pradnyesh Patil, Seema Vanjire and
Ganesh Shitolein 2014 represents “Location Based Services
on Smart Phone through the Android Application” which
proposed the nearest friend locator, family member location
finder and for this the GPS technology with Google Map API
is used [4].
In 2014 Rohitaksha K et. al gives the idea to develop a lowcost android application for vehicle tracking, which includes
four buttons (lock, view, alert, unlock) in the app. If an
intruder has started the car the owner clicks the lock button
on the anti-theft app installed on his android phone as he
simply ignores the MSG. When anti-theft system installed in
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the vehicle receives the lock message, it locks the vehicle
instantly and sends a message containing the longitude and
latitude of the current location of the vehicle [5].
In 2013, Bhattacharya, Sagnik and M. B. Panbu. presents the
concept of mobile application which is also named as
MOBILE-CAMPUS, by using this valuable information
about different university campus landmarks and it also guide
visitors/parents/student desired places anytime and anywhere
[6].

3. Methodology
The methodology includes Use Cases and actions will be
used to analyze the requirements and specifications, which
will be followed by the actual implementation of the
specified functionalities of the Vsecure android application.

3.2.1. Start Application
The first activity of the use case is Start Application (Table 1)
which represents the introduction of Android application.
The primary requirement of this is an Android operating
system with Internet support.
Table 1. Start Application.
Name
Performers
Prerequisites
Explanation

Internet connection is required to receive the notification
signals and if the internet is not working on the Android
phone then the application will not work. However, if the
device has internet connectivity, caregivers will be prompted
to connect with the operator immediately in case of need.
Moreover, after the function of permission performs, then it
will help in further working.
3.2. Use Case Diagram

This activity is Phone data and positioning service (Table 2)
and it describes an attention message to turn on positing
service. As when location and phone, internet data are on
then the application further function.
Table 2. Phone data and positioning service.
Name
Performers
Prerequisites
Explanation

Turn on phone data and positing service
Operator
Location and phone, internet data are on
Attention activity

3.2.3. Location Indication
The activity Location indication (Table 3) of the Use Cases
includes the operator current location indicated on the
Google Map and the emergency buttons Fake Call, Location,
Timer, Call & E-Mail are displayed to contact in case of
need.
Table 3. Location indication.
Name
Performers
Prerequisites

The following user activities are illustrated by using UML
tool for the use case [6]. The four main steps for user helps
are given inFigure-1.

Start Android Application
Operator
Android OS with Internet support
Start-up activity

3.2.2. Phone Data and Positing Service

3.1. Requirement Specifications
Vsecure android application is to be represented in instinctive
way which provides the useful functionality to display the
operator’s location, emergency buttons, emergency contacts
list, the shortest distance between the operator and caregiver.
Such that the communication between the operator and the
caregiver is successful.
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Explanation

Current location indication
Operator
Operator current location indication and display of
Emergency buttons
Current location indication on Google Map

3.2.4. Operating Required Emergency
Button
Fourth activity operating required emergency button (Table
4) represents the emergency situation by touching required
button, i.e. Fake call, Location, Timer and Call & E-mail.
Hence, by doing this the emergency situation is
acknowledged and the caregiver can serve the operator in
accurate time with the help of shortest distance display on
Google Map in kilometers.
Table 4. Emergency situation.

Figure 1. User Case Diagram.

Name
Performers
Prerequisites
Description

Operating required emergency button
Operator
Required Emergency button is touched
Emergency situation is recognized
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the particulars of the user to create a Vsecure accessing
account.
4. Registration screen gives birth to two conditions:
a. Whether the user register or not, if register it leads to the
application further working
b. If not register, then the application exits and next time
starts from welcome screen.
1. A screen with attention command for the permission to
access internet connection and current location on the
device.
2. Accessing leads to further two conditions:
a. Access is approved lead in the application further working
b. If not, then the application exits and next time start from
the welcome screen
1. Operator’s current location indication and emergency
buttons a fake call, location, timer and call & location are
displayed on the application screen.
2. Add emergency numbers and email address to emergency
contact list with the + button display on the application
screen.
3. Is there is any emergency situation or not:
a. If yes, touch required emergency button according the
operator’s requirement.
b. If not, Operator’s current location indication and
emergency buttons are displayed on the application screen.
1. Send notification to all caregivers added in emergency
contact list via SMS, Call or E-Mail.
2. The shortest distance between both the operator and
caregiver are displayed on the caregiver’s side on Google
Map in kilometers and operator will be helped as early as
possible.

4. Software and Creation of
Application
Figure 2. Flow Diagram.

3.3. Flow Diagram of Application Activity
Figure-2 describes Vsecure Android application flowchart
steps as:
1. Launching the downloaded Vsecure Android application
on Android phone.
2. The welcome screen is opened, which requires the user’s
valid mobile number to enter and confirm it.
3. Then a registration screen opens up, which comprises of

4.1. Eclipse (LUNA 4.2) Android
Development Tool
The Android application has been developed in Eclipse using
the Android Development Tools (ADT) and with the help of
emulator included in Android SDK it is tested. The program
used for the functioning of the application has been written
for the API Level 20 (Android 4.4 Kitkat) which is
compatible with all the APIs.
ECLIPSE is the Integrated Development Environment (IDE)

which is the used to create any components or Android
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project because this method functions with the supporting
files and assure a proper setup. It is elastic and provides
compatibility to create novel applications in Android mobile
devices. The Java language is preferred as the basic platform
for application creation.

After that each step is to be followed, to create a “Vsecure”
named android application using ECLIPSE which enables the
caregiver to see the shortest distance in kilometers with the
operator on the Google Map and help him as early as
possible.

4.2. Creating Vsecure Application

4.2.1. Selection of Android Application

For creating a new Android application, we need a
development environment setup and for that two things need
to be downloaded: the Android Studio and the SDK Manager
(for the latest SDK tools and platform) [7].

Figure-3 shows the first basic step, selection of Android
Application. So, open the eclipse software (application
development tool), click file → new → android application
project.

Figure 3. Selection of Android Application Project.

Figure 4. New Android Application.
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4.2.2. Creates a New Android Application
When you select the android application project, then a new
window appears with android name, project name and
package name (Figure-4).
Application Name: It is the application name visible to
users and here we use "Vsecure."

Project Name: It is the project directory name which is
visible in Eclipse.
Package: It is for your app that is the package namespace
and follows the same Java programming language rules. It
must be unique for every package installed. Here we use
"com.example.app."

Figure 5. Configure Android Project.

Figure 6. Configure Launcher Icon.
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Minimum required Software Development Kit (SDK): It is
the basic version of the operating system for supporting
the application.
Target Software Development Kit (SDK): It is the highest
version of android which you have tested with the
application.
Compile with: it is the version of the operating system on
which the programmer compiles its application.
Automatically the latest version of SDK present in the
SDK is selected.
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Theme: it provides the android user interface which can be
applied on the app.
4.2.3. Configure Project
Configure project in Figure-5 shows the option to create a
launcher icon, activity and project in the workspace.
4.2.4. Configure Launcher Icon
Then, choose your launcher icon with an option background
colour, shape padding of the icon (Figure-6). You also select
icon an image, clipart or simple text.

Figure 7. Choose Activity.

Figure 8. Create Activity.
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done in a second with no delays.

4.2.5. Choose Activity
Select whether to create an activity, and if so, what kind of
activity you select. It shows the lot of options such as blank
activity, Fullscreen activity, Google Play Services Activity,
etc. Select one as shown in Figure-7 and then, click next.
4.2.6. Create Activity
Now, create an android activity with supporting libraries
(Figure-8).
4.2.7. Main Activity
The main step of the "Vsecure" application creation is
MainActivity. Main code of the application written in the
MainActivtiy.java with the use of android libraries or custom
libraries.

Table 6. Test Case Launch Time.
Assessment ID
2.
Assessment Description
1. Should be in a second
Result

Assessment Label
Launching Time (Life Cycle)
2. No launching delays
Pass, Successful

5.3. Application Opening and Phone
Internet Data, Positioning Services
Usage Permissions
Table 7 explains the opening of the application and the
permission for the usage of phone, internet data, positioning
devices and an attention message to turn it on, if discovered
off.
Table 7. Application opening and mobile internet data, location usage
Permissions.

5. Testing
The testing of Android Mobile application is generally done
inside the development tools. Initially emulators are used for
this and final testing is done with hardware devices.
However, for this application the development and testing is
extended out on the specific hardware model. It is essential to
have android device embedded in the hardware model.
The procedure of programming, testing which focuses on
functionalities of an application is known as discovery
testing. In the present framework, the testing of portable
application is carried out by utilizing discovery testing for the
improvement work. Fundamentally discovery testing is a
system to test the product in which analyzer is not mindful
about the inner structures of the module under test.
These tests are completed at each step beginning from the
establishment of the application on android 4.4.4 HTC desire
820 mobile. The following tables demonstrate a list of tests
carried out on the application:

Table 5 includes the steps and description for test case
installation of Vsecure android application.
Table 5. Test Case Installation.

Assessment Description
Assessment Steps
1.Extract.apk application package
file by using eclipse ADT tool
Result

Assessment Description
1. Application Should be
exit if internet data is not
supporting on device
Result

Assessment Label
Installation
Must Install. apk on Android
Phone
2.Application Installation was
Successful
Pass, Successful

5.2. Launching Time
Table 6 represents launching time of the application which in

Assessment Label
Application opening and phone internet
data, positioning services usage permissions
2. In case Mobile Internet or Location sharing
is turned OF For not supported, then
application should prompt are quest to turn it
ON
Pass, Successful

5.4. Operator Location Discovering,
Indication on Google Map and
Emergency Buttons Display
Table 8 describes the discovering of the operator’s every
exact, changed location with respect to time and its
indications on a Google Map. Even it concludes the addition
of emergency contacts, E-mails in the form of the list and
emergency buttons, displays on that will be helpful to
operator to touch it in case of need.
Table 8. Location and Emergency buttons indications.
Assessment ID
4.

5.1. Installation

Assessment ID
1.

Assessment ID
3.

Assessment Description
1. Everyexact, changed
location is identified and
indicate on Google Map
Assessment Steps
Add emergency contacts and
emails
2.Show added emergency
contacts and emails in the list
Result

Assessment Label
Operator Location Discovering,
Indication on Google Map and
Emergency buttons display
2. Indicating emergency buttons for Fake
call, Location, Timer and Call & E-Mail

3. Every exact location is identified,
indicate it on Google Map and also
displaying emergency buttons
Pass, Successful

5.5. Emergency Situation
Table 9 illustrate the testing of the different emergency
situations faced by the operator and its operation to operate
the application for assistance. The help is demanded with
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touching the emergency buttons on application that
generates, sends operator’s current location and voice
message to all the emergency contacts and emails. Even on
the caregiver’s side the positioning distance between the
Operator and caregiver is indicated and the operator will be
helped.
Table 9. Operator and caregiver interaction.
Assessment ID
5.
Assessment Description
1. Launch Application
2. Touch emergency buttons in
case of need
Assessment Steps
1. The emergency situation is
understood with the help of
location message, E-Mail or Call.
Result

Assessment Label
Emergency situation
3. By touching any one emergency
Button location, voice message is sent
to all the emergency contacts and
emails.
4. Positioning distance between the
Operator and caregiver is indicated
2. Then the Operator will be helped
by the Caregiver
Pass, Successful

6. Results and Discussion
6.1. Welcome Point
The main layout snapshot view of the application is shown in
Figure-9.
It is a linear layout component view of the user interface; one
widget for inserting Mobile number which will be used to
verify the existence of the number enter and the other button
widget is used to confirm, then progress to the next activity
of the registration for an account.

Figure 10. Registration for creating account.

6.3. Starting Point
This point provides the vision over the communication
between the Operator and Caregiver Vsecure applications
which are downloaded to their respected Android device.
6.3.1. Discovering the Internet Connection
and Location Usage

Figure 11. Discovering the Phone data and positioning usage.
Figure 9. Main layout view of the app.

6.2. Registration Point
By clicking on the icon of designing an application, a next
window is open for registration of the user for creating an
account as shown in Figure-10.

The very first step in this is to determine the Internet
connection and positioning usage are available or not, if yes
then it is permitted exchange of data between Operator and
caregiver applications. If the device does not support both
needs, and is not running, then a request as an alert message
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should be generated which implies the user to turn on the
Internet connection and location usage (Figure-11).
Otherwise the application will terminate and exit.

time you want to set to be secure and want to be connected
automatically with caregiver Vsecure application. Even, it
can be updated when the operator wants.

6.3.2. Location Indication and Buttons
Display

Call & E-Mail - In the emergency situation a help message
via SMS or E-Mail also containing operator’s current
location and a call which help in identifying the situation.
[10]

With the above step, Application is start-up and current
location indication of the user is brought into the picture.
Moreover, all the four emergency buttons Fake Call,
Location, Timer and Call & E-Mail are displayed on the
application screen (Figure-12).

6.3.3. Adding Emergency Contacts
To handle the situation of emergency for not wasting time,
the emergency contacts to which at the time of emergency
the operator need to contact are added in a list. The list may
include all the mobile number and the E-Mail address of the
caregivers and is added with the help of + button named
contacts. These can be used later in case of need or once for
the fake check.
6.3.4. Emergency Situation

Figure 12. Location indication and buttons display.

The four emergency buttons indicate different and special
functions in which each one was very important at the time
of need. Functions of four emergency buttons are: [8,9]
Fake Call - In any of the awkward situations from where
the operator wants to go out and not able to make an
excuse, then a call as the name you saved is ringed.
Location - It sends the current location of the operator via
SMS to the caregiver mobile number and which contain
latitude, longitude value. This message is automatically
opened by the Vsecure application on caregiver phone.
Timer - It helps to follow your steps in case of jogging,
outing or anytime you by setting timer. Timer includes the

Figure 13. Shortest distance display in kilometres.

In the emergency situation, the operator needs immediate and
quick help. So, that person can touch any one of the
emergency buttons Fake calls, location, timer, call & E-Mail.
This will send the notification to the caregiver’s side via
SMS, call or E-mail. They contain the operator’s current
location which pointed on Google Maps, the shortest distance
between the operator and caregiver in kilometers (Figure-13)
and the voice call to know the situation of that time at the
operator’s end.
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These indications are sending and displayed all the
emergency contact numbers, emails, application. So, that if
one of the caregiver is not available at that time the other
person can help the Operator as soon as possible. [11]

different emergency situations like call and e-mail are
initiated by subject, which is received on other side. Fake call
is also produced which help subjects to come out of awkward
situation.

6.4. Testing of Vsecure on Different
Subjects

So, the accuracy of Vsecure is checked by considering all the
features and the location it indicates is found always accurate
with zero error. Table 10 describes the testing results of an
application on different subjects.

The developed application was tested by different subjects in

Table 10. Testing results obtained on different subjects and locations.
Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Location traced by application

Actual location of Subject

Position error

30.6801768,76.7457055
(Phase 11, Mohali, Punjab, India)
30.714478,76.7148927
(Sector 59, S.A.S, Punjab, India)
30.7514892,76.772605
(Sector 15, Chandigarh, India)
30.6886812,76.8803946
(Sector 23, Haryana, India)
30.7389303,76.6786939
(North Country Mall, Sector 117, S.A.S Nagar, Punjab,
India)
30.7052881, 76.844708
(Sector 7, Panchkula, Haryana, India)
30.6474143, 76.8173138
(Zirakpur, Punjab, India)
30.6669402, 76.8562405
(Sector 20, Panchkula, Haryana, India)
30.7340995, 76.7408666
(Sector 41, Chandigarh, India)
30.7241401, 76.7264373
(Phase 2, Mohali, Punjab, India)

30.6801768,76.7457055
(Phase 11, Mohali, Punjab, India)
30.714478,76.7148927
(Sector 59, S.A.S, Punjab, India)
30.7514892,76.772605
(Sector 15, Chandigarh, India)
30.6886812,76.8803946
(Sector 23, Haryana, India)
30.7389303,76.6786939
(North Country Mall, Sector 117, S.A.S Nagar, Punjab,
India)
30.7052881, 76.844708
(Sector 7, Panchkula, Haryana, India)
30.6474143, 76.8173138
(Zirakpur, Punjab, India)
30.6669402, 76.8562405
(Sector 20, Panchkula, Haryana, India)
30.7340995, 76.7408666
(Sector 41, Chandigarh, India)
30.7241401, 76.7264373
(Phase 2, Mohali, Punjab, India)

0.0000000,0.0000000
0.0000000,0.0000000
0.0000000,0.0000000
0.0000000,0.0000000
0.0000000,0.0000000
0.0000000,0.0000000
0.0000000,0.0000000
0.0000000,0.0000000
0.0000000,0.0000000
0.0000000,0.0000000

Table 11. Comparison with the Existing Applications.
Parameters/
Applications
Download cost
Free feature type

Additional cost
No of Free panic
contacts
Message or call feature
App timer
Call even when phone
is lock
Location tracking with
Google map link
Recorder
Emergency / panic
button
Fake call feature
Send photos
No of contacts
Shortest distance
indication

Bsafe

Circleof6

Guardly

Free

Free
Premium
and
advanced
version

Free

Red Panic
Button
$2.99

None

Premium
version

Watch Over
Me
Free

React mobile

Stay Safe

Vsecure

Free

$6.99

None

None

Premium and
advanced
version

12 day free
trail

Full version

$0.99 to
customize
message
contents

1 month
premium
subscription
$1.99

None

3 month
premium
subscription
$9.99

None

Free

None

None

1 month
premium
subscription
$1.99

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

1

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Both
Yes

Both
No

Both
No

Both
No

Both
Yes

Both
Yes

Both
Yes

Both
Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Audio +
video

None

None

None

None

None

Audio +
video

Audio +
video

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
No
Unlimited

No
No
6

No
Yes
911

No
No
Unlimited

No
No
Unlimited

No
No
5

No
No
Unlimited

Yes
No
Unlimited

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes
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7. Comparison with the
Existing Applications
A comparison work is also made out between the existing
and the developed Android Applications [11]. This
comparison is performed by taking different required
parameters into consideration as described in Table 11.
The developed Vsecure application can overcome the
principal restriction features of all available applications, i.e.
download charges, only available basic or premium version
access for a specific period (not for a lifetime), additional
cost for subscription, with the limited emergency contact list,
no audio or video recording feature and doesn’t include
calling feature even when the phone is locked. Vsecure have
advantages which automatically opens the location of the
operator on the Google Map within the fraction of seconds
and no need to open it manually. Even provide the shortest
distance in Kilometers to reach to needy person with the help
of Google Map indication.
Vsecure application has the novelty that it overcomes all the
limitations of the existing android application with a low
power and less memory usage. The main advantage of Vsecure
is that it includes a main feature which shows the shortest
distance between the operator and caregiver in kilometers
when the operator needs immediate and quick help.

8. Conclusion
The contributions in various aspects of our lives are because
of the development in mobile and wireless security solutions
which varies from analysis to save animals, children, theft
and many other things but have very less availability for
women. So, Android applications are likewise a section of
miscellaneous solutions which are provided to women as
safety and security solution along with this it builds an
internal confidence between them to fight against these
voilences.
Moreover, this work has enclosed a Vsecure development (an
mobile application) in the Android Platform, basic elements
of Android applications and displayed the complete structural
design of the Android OS. Even after checking the testing
and operational results of Application developed it was found
that Vsecure worked accurately and efficiently. It can secure
women as soon as possible.
The end outcome of the work has accomplished the
objectives and features of the application that were included
at the beginning.

Future Scope
There is always a scope for the future work and room for
improvement. This work can be extended in order to find out
innovative abilities in developing Mobile applications. The
consummation consequence of the application can
additionally be adjusted as a kind of perspective for women
safety application improvement in the android stage.
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